Abstract-Mood and emotion play an important role when it comes to choosing musical tracks to listen to. In the field of music information retrieval and recommendation, emotion is considered contextual information that is hard to capture, albeit highly influential.
INTRODUCTION
P EOPLE listen to music for different reasons: to relieve from boredom, fill uncomfortable silences, social cohesion and communication, emotion regulation, etc. [1] , [2] . From an affective computing point of view, it is interesting to investigate the relationship between a user's musical preference and the user's emotional state. There have been many psychological studies on the role of music in emotion regulation [2] , [3] , [4] . The emotional state of a listener has also been considered as important contextual information in building recommender systems [5] , [6] , [7] . A possible application is to build a system that monitors people's emotion and predicts how to subliminally impact them by recommending different music pieces. However, as the emotional state of a user is hard to capture in a large-scale study, most existing studies are conducted in a laboratory setting. It remains unclear to which extent such findings can be generalized to the real-life usage of music [8] .
Seeing the popularity of social microblogging websites such as Twitter 1 , we have new opportunities to study realworld music listening behavior at scale [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] . Most interestingly for our study, Twitter allows for gathering so-called #nowplaying tweets [9] , which are tweets describing the track a user is currently listening to. One such example tweet is "#nowplaying Crazy For You by Adele #Happy". In this example, the user not only publishes the music track and artist he/she is listening to, but also adds a hashtag (i.e., keywords or phrases starting with the symbol
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yang@citi.sinica.edu.tw 1. http://twitter.com #) describing his/her concurrent emotional state. Users add these hashtags spontaneously in real life, and there is an abundant number of such #nowplaying tweets with affectrelated hashtags. We are therefore particularly interested in how the affective hashtags within a tweet are related to the user's musical preferences. For this purpose, we consider only #nowplaying tweets containing hashtags that represent some notion of emotion (i.e., contextual information), and aim to study their role in providing contextual affectionaware music recommendations tailored to the user's current emotional state and musical preferences. We have the following two research questions (RQs) to be answered:
• RQ1: How can affective contextual information contribute to improving personalized ranking of track recommendation candidates? • RQ2: How can we computationally represent the affective contextual information in a #nowplaying tweet?
There has been excellent work on context-aware recommendation and representation learning [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , sentiment analysis from text [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , as well as emotion-based music recommendation [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] . The main novelty of this study lies in the way we study the aforementioned two RQs by adapting existing techniques. Specifically, our study differentiates itself from the prior arts in the following aspects:
First, we propose to employ, and compare the result of, two evaluation tasks to highlight the importance of contextual information (Section 3). For a given user and a context, the first task requires ranking the relevance of a set of tracks that are picked at random, whereas the second task requires ranking a set of tracks that are known (from the training set) to be associated with the user. While the first task is mainly about the general preference of a user (i.e., which tracks a user would like), the second task requires modeling the context-specific preference of a user for we already know that all the candidate tracks are liked by the user but only one of them can be ranked at top given that specific listening context. An algorithm cannot perform well if it does not know how a user's emotional context affects his or her musical preference. In comparison, existing work on context-aware recommendation usually focuses on the algorithms and simply takes the full catalog of data in their evaluation [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] . Such an evaluation method does not distinguish between tracks that have been known to or not by users, making it hard to assess whether an algorithm learns the general preference or context-specific preference. This is less a concern for a general recommendation algorithm but is critical in addressing our RQs.
Second, to investigate the affective contextual information embedded in the #nowplaying tweets, we propose to treat the user-track-hashtag association as a graph and use state-of-the-art network embedding methods [27] , [28] , [29] to learn latent feature representations of users, tracks and hashtags (Section 4.2). By experimenting with different combinations of the representations (Section 4.3), we can test different assumptions about the underlying association between users and tracks. For example, a user can be represented by the user's own latent representation (denoted as "user"), but can also be represented by the average latent representation of the hashtags the user has used before in his or her tweets ("usertag"). Similarly, a track can be represented by its own latent representation ("track") or by the average representation of the hashtags the track has been associated with by different users ("tracktag"). As the hashtags are restricted to be affect-related ones, "usertag" and "tracktag" may respectively capture the general emotional tendency of a user and a track. A possible consequence is that, if a track is typically listened to in a specific emotional context across users, "tracktag" may outperform "track" in the above-mentioned second task, for "tracktag" encodes affective information in a more explicit way. In total, six ranking methods are considered. To our best knowledge, testing the representations in such an emotion-centered way has not been attempted before.
Third, in addition to the latent representations, we employ different sentiment dictionaries proposed in the literature of sentiment analysis [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] , [34] , [35] to implement two ranking methods that solely rely on the sentiment scores (Section 4.1). In this way, we can study RQ2 using two approaches: based on the latent representations and based on the sentiment scores. Our experiments (Section 5) show that for the first task (capturing a user's general preferences), utilizing latent representations for users, tracks and hashtags contributes to better and more personalized ranking results. However, for the second, more complex and personal context-specific task, the sentiment-aware ranking methods outperform the other ranking methods. This finding implies that the more personal and complex a ranking task gets, the higher the influence and significance of affective information gets.
Finally, although emotion-based music recommendation is not new, existing work mostly relies on user data collected in a controlled environment and the scale is usually small [23] , [24] , [25] . In contrast, our study is based on a large collection of Twitter data (around 560K) that contain real- world music listening information (Section 2). We will share the data with the research community for reproducibility and for promoting research in this direction.
DATA SETS
Generally, we require a data set that provides information about the listening behavior and emotional states of users for conducting the proposed experiments. Therefore, we employ the #nowplaying data set compiled by Zangerle et al. [9] for the study, as this data set provides the required information. The data set is composed of #nowplaying tweets crawled via the Twitter API [36] and provides the timestamp when the tweet was sent, an anonymized user id, the tweet's source (how it was sent), the contained artist name and track title. An example listening event is: <2016-05-12 16:26:42, '7bd5237385a73c54265cd02aa136dbecdb88a0b8', 'Twitter Web Client', 'Hello, Goodbye', 'The Beatles'>.
To gather a data set that allows for representative user profiles, we chose to extract all listening events of users who have sent a minimum of ten listening events in the years 2014 and 2015 from the #nowplaying data set. The characteristics of the resulting data set are shown in Table 1 (column "Original"). For our study, we focus on tweets for which we can detect a sentiment value by using the methods described in Section 4.1, as only this data allows to evaluate the influence of affective contextual information on the quality of track recommendation rankings. Therefore, we remove the listening events that do not contain any hashtag that we can obtain a sentiment score for, leading to a subset containing 564,301 listening events. Statistics of this #NP560k data set are listed in Table 1 . Table 2 presents the five-number-summaries describing the tagging and listening behavior of users within the #NP560k data set. We also list the tracks and listening events per user (overall and distinct) as well as the number of tags per user and per track (overall and distinct). We observe that while the maximum number of listening events per user, track and hashtag are very high, the mean, median and the 1st and 3rd quartile of these characteristics are substantially lower implying that these distributions are skewed and do not follow a normal distribution. Also, we observe a small number of users and tracks that feature profoundly higher numbers for the analyzed characteristics in comparison to the majority of users and tracks. Such heavy-tailed distributions have been shown to be prevalent in social networks [37] , [38] .
Due to the heavy-tailed characteristics of the #NP560k data set, we chose to introduce a second data set to investigate the role and impact of outlier users (i.e., users who TABLE 2 : Five-number-summaries of (left) the #NP560k data set and (right) the #NP90k data set. We show (from left to right) the median, 3rd quantile (Q3), maximum, mean, standard deviation (SD) of the individual characteristics for both data sets. The minimum and 1st quantile for both data sets are all ones for all the characteristics.
feature profoundly larger number of listening events). To do this, we create a data set that is cleaned from those outlier users and is less skewed in terms of the number of listening per users than the #NP560k data set. Hence, we apply an outlier removal method to the #NP560k data set. Particularly, we keep all users within the 99th percentile of the distribution and remove the others, as this outlier removal method has been shown to be suited for highly skewed distributions [39] . This presents us with a smaller data set, referred to as the #NP90k data set in this paper. Table 1 depicts the basic characteristics and Table 2 presents the five-number-summaries for the #NP90k data set. While the #NP560k data set features a number of heavy users (and hence, heavy-tailed distributions), these are removed in the #NP90k data set, making it less skewed. Please note that this data set-due to its intended purpose and creation procedure-features different characteristics as the #NP560k data set. Please note that we deliberately removed the hashtags #nowplaying, #listeningto and #listento from the data sets as at least one of those hashtags is contained in every listening event and hence do not add any further information.
In these data sets, not only listening events are tagged with hashtags, also tracks can transitively (via the listening event the track is mentioned in) be tagged with the respective hashtags. Similarly, we tag users with hashtags if a given hashtag is used within one of the listening events sent by the user. We reason that hashtags have been shown to serve two roles [40] : i) users wanting to express his/her thoughts, feelings and opinions, ii) using hashtags to tag the content of the tweet. For our study, both factors are important as we aim to evaluate the potential of affective hashtags for ranking music recommendations.
EVALUATION METHODS
In the following we present the methods deployed for the evaluation of the ranking methods presented in Section 4.
All the experiments are conducted based on the #NP560k and #NP90k data sets presented in Section 2. For conducting the evaluation, we need to split the data sets into training and test sets and apply different splitting methods for the two data sets. For #NP560k, we perform the following peruser split: for each user in the data set, we randomly choose 70% of his/her listening events as training data and the remaining 30% as test data. We believe that this splitting method allows for mitigating the skewness of the data set as the split is performed on a per-user bases and hence, is robust against dominating users in data set (i.e., users with a high number of listening events). In contrast, for the #NP90k data set that has already been cleaned from outliers (and is therefore less skewed), we employ a global split that randomly picks 70% out of all listening events of all users for the training set and uses the remainder of listening events as test data. These contrasting splitting approaches permit to investigate the connection between a user's emotional context and the user's concurrent musical preference independent of the size of user profiles.
For both of these splitting approaches and the underlying data sets, the latent features of nodes are computed for the items within the training set only and do not incorporate any information from the test set.
The basic input items for our evaluation are listening events, which are tweets containing information about a track a user listened to. The workflow of the evaluation is as follows. Based on a listening event randomly chosen of the test set (hereafter referred to as "input listening event") including its affective hashtags, we aim to evaluate the ranking methods proposed in Section 4.3. We consider the track contained in this input listening event as our ground truth data and our goal is to find ranking methods that rank this ground truth track first in the recommendation list.
From a recommender system point of view, our data sets represent implicit feedback data [16] , [41] -the data sets represent traces of user behavior and they only provide us with the tracks a user has listened to. Our data set does not contain any implicit feedback by users (i.e., play counts, skipping behavior, session durations or dwell times during browsing the catalog). As most papers dealing with implicit feedback [41] , what we can do is to assume that the user likes these tracks. We are not aware of the tracks that the user dislikes. In other words, all the listening events contained in our data sets are positive data, and there is no negative data at all. This has been referred to as the one-class problem [42] . To learn discriminative latent feature representations, we need to perform so-called negative sampling [27] , [28] , [29] to include user-track-hashtag associations that are not present in our data sets as negative data (cf. Section 4.2). Likewise, for evaluation, we need to sample negative data to test how our ranking methods can identify the positive track and rank it on top of the list.
Different ways to perform negative sampling for the This is the author's version of an article that has been published in this journal. Changes were made to this version by the publisher prior to publication. test set represents different evaluation tasks. As described in Section 1, it is possible to use the full data catalog as negative data, as many prior work on context-aware recommendation do [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , but in this way we are not able to properly study the two RQs. Alternatively, we consider the following two evaluation tasks. Firstly, we aim to evaluate whether our proposed approach is able to capture the general listening preferences of users. Therefore, we propose the POP RND task, where we add nine randomly chosen tracks to the list containing the input listening event to populate the list. This task allows us to evaluate whether our approach is able to capture the general listening preferences of users.
Secondly, we aim to evaluate a context-specific scenario where we model the sentiment of a user as the context in which tracks are listened to by users. We consider this scenario as more complex than solely capturing the general listening preferences of users. Therefore, we propose the POP USER task, where we randomly pick nine tracks the user has previously listened to and add these to the set of tracks to be ranked. This requires the user to have a listening history comprising at least ten tracks.
As this task selects tracks that are associated with the user, we are able to evaluate the performance of incorporating contextual sentiment and hashtag information in the ranking computation as we have to employ context information to be able to rank those tracks effectively. Therefore, we argue that this task allows us to directly evaluate the usefulness of hashtags and sentiment scores.
We propose to evaluate the ranking performance of our approach for sets of ten tracks. In the field of recommender systems, a set of 5-10 recommendations is most appropriate which also corresponds to the capacity of short-term memory [43] . Furthermore, the work by Bollen et al. [44] underlines this choice as the authors conducted an experiments showing that presenting users with a large number of good and valuable items is counterproductive as the choice of an item becomes inherently difficult for the user.
The (unordered) set of ten tracks resulting from the proposed data generation is subsequently used as input for the recommendation ranking evaluation. In the next step, we apply the proposed ranking methods to this set of track recommendation candidates.
As for the evaluation metric, we rely on the mean reciprocal rank (MRR) metric [45] as defined in Equation 1 to evaluate the rank of the single correct item. We choose MRR as we are only interested in how the ranking methods perform in regards to ranking the ground truth track as high as possible in the ordered list of recommendation candidates. Ranking the ground truth one as the first item yields a RR of 1, ranking it second yields a RR of 0.5, etc. As the lists to be ranked in our experiments only contain a single correct item, the maximum RR obtainable is 1.
In total, we repeat this evaluation procedure for a set of 20,000 listening events randomly extracted from the test set for all the proposed ranking methods and consequently, determine the MRR for the set of all ranked recommendation lists contained in the evaluated set of listening events. We use these to compare the performance of the ranking methods and the underlying latent features.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
In the following section, we present the methods utilized for leveraging affective hashtags for music recommendations.
Sentiment Detection for Hashtags
The extraction of sentiment polarity from a given word, sentence or text has been studied widely [18] , [19] . Also, sentiment detection in the context of Twitter has been addressed by research [20] , [21] , [22] . In this study, we focus on hashtags that express emotion. Therefore, we aim to detect the sentiment of hashtags in a first step. For this task, we rely on a widely used unsupervised sentiment detection method: so-called sentiment lexica [19] . In principle, sentiment lexica are dictionaries of words, where each word is annotated with its polarity (and possibly, also the strength of this polarity). For detecting the sentiment of a term, it is simply matched against a given lexicon. In the following, we describe the specific steps taken for assigning sentiment values to the hashtags within our data set.
Sentiment Dictionaries
We rely on well-established dictionaries which have been widely used and evaluated [30] , [31] . In particular, we use the dictionaries that provide both the best coverage and performance in terms of accuracy according to the study of Ribeiro et al. [30] . Table 3 contains an overview of the adopted lexica. The AFINN dictionary [32] was assembled from a set of different word lists (e.g., obscene words and internet slang words) and manually annotated by a single annotator. Opinion Lexicon [33] is computed by using antonym and synonym relationships among words and using this information to deduce scores for adjectives. The SentiStrength lexicon [34] is based on a manually annotated dictionary, which is subsequently improved by adjusting the scores by machine learning techniques. The Vader dictionary [35] is also created by human annotation and is particularly geared towards sentiment analysis of social media texts.
Affection Computation
Based on the set of hashtags contained in the data set, we employ the following strategy to resolve hashtags against a given sentiment dictionary. Firstly, we aim to match full hashtags against the dictionary, both lowercased. However, this does only match hashtags which represent full proper English words (e.g., #happy). For all other hashtags, we apply lemmatization, as provided by the Python NLTK Wordnet package 2 . Consequently, we match these lemmata against the lemmata of the given lexicon. For hashtags that cannot be resolved directly or after lemmatization, we assume that these are either compound words or can simply not be found in the given dictionary. As for compound hashtags, these can either be written as camel case as e.g., #IAmHappy or a concatenation of multiple lowercased terms as e.g., #feelinggood. We aim to split these compound hashtags to match the single terms contained in the hashtag against the sentiment dictionaries. Therefore, we use the split words (i.e., {I, am, happy} for the above example) to represent the hashtag. As for camel case-hashtags, we split the hashtag using upper-case characters as delimiters. The problem of segmenting all-lowercase compound hashtags has already been addressed in literature [46] . Therefore, we follow previous work [47] to split these up. As the sentiment lexica are limited to English words, we base our approach on a dictionary of 109,582 English words 3 . We split the original hashtag at each position and look into whether the prefix is contained in the dictionary. If it is contained, we recursively repeat the procedure until we find an optimal result. Once we found a representation of the hashtag that consists of a set of individual terms using the methods described, we match these terms against the sentiment lexicon individually. We assign the hashtag the mean of the sentiment scores of all terms contained in the original hashtag. Table 3 features an overview of the coverage of the different sentiment lexica. Here, we list the percentage of hashtags that can be resolved against the various dictionaries for the #NP560k data set. Similarly, we also list the fraction of listening events and tracks that can be assigned a sentiment value using the respective dictionary. Please note that despite the difference in size between the #NP560k and #NP90k data sets, the coverage of the individual sentiment lexica is comparable for both data sets and hence, we only list the coverage numbers for the #NP560k data set here. Besides using these single sentiment dictionaries, we also propose to exploit the variety and extended coverage of the combination of multiple dictionaries by using the mean value of all sentiment values across all available sentiment dictionaries gathered for a given hashtag.
The lexica have different ranges of polarity scores (e.g., AFINN from -5 to 5, and Opinion Lexicon from -1 to 1). Therefore, before computing the mean values, we normalize them by using linear min-max feature scaling.
Computation of Latent Features
While there are many methods for learning feature representations of users, tracks and hashtags from listening data, we employ the so-called network embedding technique [27] , [28] , [29] to learn such representations. The task of network embedding is to learn the low-dimensional representations of vertices in an information network that can capture and preserve the network structure in the representations. Such network embedding methods are useful for modeling data containing heterogeneous types, which is exactly the case 
Suppose the task is modeling the user-track pair (u, t 2 ), the original modeling function requires to compute all pair-wise estimations (i.e., (u, t 1 ), (u, t 2 ), (u, t 3 )) while the transformed hierarchical softmax computes the estimations with only the passing nodes (i.e., (u,
here as we have users, tracks and hashtags to be modeled.
In particular, we build a graph containing these three object types from the data sets and then use a network embedding algorithm to learn their representations. Although several network embedding models have been proposed, for this work we use the well-known DeepWalk approach [27] . DeepWalk is one of the most popular network embedding algorithms owing to its effectiveness in modeling the global structure of the input graph [27] . The algorithm learns lowdimensional latent feature descriptions for all the vertices (including users, tracks, and hashtags) within the graph, allowing to compute their similarity in a joint feature space. Given a graph G and its vertices V and edges E, the objective is to model the following conditional probabilities:
where sim is a function that measures the similarity between two vertices v i and v j based on their representations. Therefore, the vertices sharing similar neighbors receive similar conditional probability distribution. To obtain the low-dimensional representations of each vertex, we further conduct a mapping function Φ : v ∈ V → R |V |×d in Equation (2) to map the node v into a low-dimensional vector Φ(v), which also satisfies the above objective function:
Instead of computing all vertex pairs, which is quite expensive owing to the number of given vertices, DeepWalk factorizes the conditional probability using the hierarchical softmax [48] to assign each vertex a series of binary codes by Huffman tree construction. For a pair (i, j), suppose the path to vertex v j is identified by a sequence of tree nodes
, then the final objective is converted to multiple binary classification predictions: #H2   #H1   T2   T1  U1   U2   U3   T2   T2   #H2   #H3   U2   U3   T3   T3  U3   U3   #H3   #H3   T2   T2  T3   T3   T2   T3   T1   T2   U2   #H3 The paths (right) are generated by random walks according to the given graph (left). When the window size is set to two, the connected vertices within two steps are treated as the context information of the centered vertex. In this way, vertices with similar neighbor connections will receive similar connection status and thus, receive similar probability distributions.
Thereby, the computational complexity is reduced by the transformation from O(|V |) to O(log |V |). Figure 1 shows the idea of the hierarchical softmax transformation.
To further efficiently learn the low-dimensional representations, DeepWalk also uses sampling techniques for conducting the concept of random walk, which is a common technique when dealing with a huge graph. Figure 2 plots the stochastic random walk of DeepWalk. It uses a random walk strategy to generate a path, and then adopts a certain window size to dynamically sample the observed pairs (v i , v j ) for modeling Equation (4). The appearing probability also implies the reachability between two vertices, and can serve as sim in Equation (2). Finally, the vertices which share similar neighbors will pass similar tree node paths and thus, receive similar representations. For optimizing the representations, stochastic gradient descent [49] is utilized.
Differently designed graphs underlying the DeepWalk computation can lead to different assumptions on the relationships among the vertices in the graph.
In a conventional recommendation task, the connections between users and tracks (i.e., listening events) provide the most useful information about users' taste on music. Hence, we build a user-to-track graph (u2t) as the baseline network.
In our study, to analyze the impact of hashtags, we further add the connections between tracks and hashtags to the baseline network. Although there are several other ways to construct the graph, such as 'u2t2h' (i.e., no direct connection between users and hashtags), 'u2h2t' (i.e., no direct connection between users and tracks), 't2u2h' (i.e., no direct connection between tracks and hashtags), and 'uth' (i.e., allowing connections among users, tracks and hashtags), we select u2t2h out of the other four because in this way, the sampled random walks will always visit a track every two steps, as demonstrated in Figure 2 . According to our observations, placing the tracks at the center of the modeling process in this way obtains better representations. Consequently, we employ the following two input graphs for computing the DeepWalk latent features:
• u2t: This represents the user-to-track bipartite graph, the relations of which are determined by whether a user has listened to a track in previous listening events.
• u2t2h: The user-to-track-to-hashtag graph that further considers the links between a track and its hashtags.
Ranking
The goal of ranking is to list the most suitable items (tracks in this study) on top. It is therefore a crucial task not only in recommender systems [50] , but also more generally in the area of information retrieval [51] as it directly influences precision of recommendations or search results. The main building blocks for computing a ranking for a set of recommendation candidates are users, tracks and hashtags that are extracted from the graph. The employed network embedding technique allows us to represent users by the latent features computed for users. We refer to this representation as "user". To also explicitly incorporate the hashtags that a user has previously adopted into the user's representation, we propose to use the latent representations of the hashtags the user made use of, leading to the user representation "usertags". A user may also be represented by the average sentiment value assigned to these hashtags as a measure of the user's general sentiment, which is a scalar. We refer to this user representation as "usersent". Similarly, we may model a track by its latent representation in the graph ("track"), the latent representations of all the hashtags which have been used to tag the track ("tracktags"), or the average sentiment value assigned to these hashtags as the track's general sentiment ("tracksent"). Furthermore, we aim to exploit information about the hashtags which are used for the given input tweet by using the average latent representation of these hashtags, leading to the representation of a tweet ("tweettags"). Besides solely relying on latent features, we also propose to represent the input tweet as the sentiment value associated with the hashtags mentioned in the input tweet ("tweetsent").
Based on these building blocks, we propose the following methods for ranking a given set of tracks. In principle, these methods differ in the way users, tracks and hashtags are characterized.
• user track: rank according to the similarity of the latent representations of a given user and track.
• user tracktags: rank according to the average pairwise similarity of the latent representation of the user and the individual latent representations of hashtags annotating the given track.
• usertags track: rank according to the average pairwise similarity of the latent representations of hashtags a user has made use of and the latent representation of the track.
• usertags tracktags: rank according to the average pairwise similarity of the latent representations of the hashtags of a user and the latent representations of hashtags used for annotating the given track.
• tweettags track: ranking computed based on the average pairwise similarity of the latent representations of the hashtags used in the given input tweet and the latent representation of the track to be ranked.
• tweettags tracktags: rank according to the average pairwise similarity of latent representations of hashtags This is the author's version of an article that has been published in this journal. Changes were made to this version by the publisher prior to publication. The final version of record is available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/TAFFC.2018.2846596
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of the input tweet and hashtags annotating the track to be ranked. • tweetsent tracksent: rank according to sentiment score similarity by using the difference of the sentiment scores assigned to the input tweet and the sentiment scores assigned to the tracks to be sorted. If a tweet or track features more than a hashtag, we compute the average sentiment score assigned to the track and compute the difference between these as sim = abs(avg(sent(tweet)) − avg(sent(track))) (5) where sent determines the set of sentiments assigned to a given tweet or track.
• usersent tracksent: rank according to the sentiment score similarity between the average sentiment of the user's previously used hashtags and the sentiment values annotating the track. We can use either the cosine similarity or the Euclidean distance to compute the similarity between two latent representations. This similarity score is subsequently used to actually rank the tracks in order of descending similarity.
RESULTS
We conduct three experiments in our study. The first and fundamental experiment aims to verify that utilizing an embedding approach is beneficial in our setting and that embedding approaches allow to capture a user's general listening preferences. The second experiment (and for us, the central experiment) aims to extensively evaluate the performance of different ranking methods and hence, the impact of affective contextual information extracted from hashtags. The third experiment is targeted at complementing our view on sentiment-based ranking methods and investigates the performance of individual sentiment lexicon. We present the results below.
Experiment 1: Effectiveness of Latent Features
In the first experiment, we aim to show that incorporating latent features contributes to a better ranking, capturing the general listening preferences of users. We therefore base this evaluation on the POP RND task and evaluate the performance of the user track ranking method (similarity of latent features of users and tracks), where latent features are computed based on the user-to-track graph (u2t). Hence, we do not consider any hashtag or affective information in this first experiment. We compare this approach with the following baseline methods:
• A random ranking approach that randomly shuffles the items within the recommendation list; • Ranking according to the tracks' popularity within our data set (i.e., the number of distinct users having listened to the track) [52] , [53] . Picking random items or the most popular items are basic and simple baselines often used for dealing with the cold-start problem [52] ; • An item-item-based collaborative filtering approach based on the k-nearest neighbors (kNN) [54] . We set the size of the neighborhood k to 30 and use cosine similarity to measure the similarity between items, following the suggestion of Sarwar et al [54] . The mean reciprocal rank (MRR) achieved by different ranking methods for POP RND for both the #NP90k and #NP560k data sets (standard deviation in parenthesis). also found that generally, a neighborhood size of 20 to 50 seems reasonable for real-world settings [55] .
There are a few parameters to be empirically decided for the DeepWalk algorithm for learning the latent features. In a preliminary study we found that the following setting works reasonably well: dimension of the latent representation, which controls the model complexity-64, number of walks and the walk length, which control the number of sampling pairs for the modeling stage-16 and 64 respectively, the window size, which determines the reachable vertices-4. We use this parameter setting throughout the following experiments, for both u2t and u2t2h.
The results of the conducted analysis are listed in Table 4 . As can be seen, incorporating latent features increases the quality of the ranking compared to the baseline methods. The random baseline reaches an average MRR of 0.29 for both data sets, while ranking according to the popularity of tracks reaches a MRR of 0.73 (#NP560k data set) and 0.76 (#NP90k data set). Among the baselines, the item-item collaborative filtering baseline (kNN) reaches a MRR 0.81 (#NP560k data set) and 0.79 (#NP90k data set), respectively.
The use of latent representations of tracks and users increases the MRR to 0.92 for #NP560k and 0.81 for #NP90k. Also, cosine similarly outperforms euclidean similarity. Generally, from this first experiment we conclude that incorporating latent features in the ranking process yields improved results compared to the evaluated baseline approaches. Hence, this validates the effectiveness of the latent features for capturing a user's general musical preferences.
Experiment 2: Effectiveness of Affection and Hashtag Information
The goal of this experiment is to examine the benefit of incorporating hashtag and affective information into the ranking process. Ultimately, we aim to evaluate the performance of the individual proposed ranking strategies in a context-aware ranking task. Therefore, we consider both the POP RND and POP USER task in this experiment. Table 5 depicts the results of this evaluation for the #NP560k data set and Table 6 presents the results for the #NP90k data set. As our experiments showed that cosine similarity consistently outperforms Euclidean similarity by a small margin, we only list the results of cosine similarity. For POP RND, we see that the best results are obtained by the user track ranking method, achieving a MRR of 0.92 (u2t embedding; #NP560k data set) and 0.83 (u2t2h embedding; #NP90k data set). For the #NP90k data set, usertags track also reaches a MRR of 0.83. As for the user track ranking method, we do not observe substantial differences between This is the author's version of an article that has been published in this journal. Changes were made to this version by the publisher prior to publication.
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u s e r_ tr a c k u s e r_ tr a c k ta g s u s e rt a g s _ tr a c k u s e rt a g s _ tr a c k ta g s tw e e tt a g s _ tr a c k tw e e tt a g s _ tr a c k ta g s tw e e ts e n t_ tr a c k s e n t u s e rs e n t_ tr a c k s e n t The MRR achieved by different ranking methods, using cosine similarity for the #NP560k data set (standard deviation in parenthesis). ranking approaches incorporating hashtags (i.e., u2t2h) and those not incorporating hashtags (i.e., u2t) in the latent features representation. As for the other ranking approaches, we observe that usersent tracksent, user tracktags, tweettags tracktags and usertags tracktags reach lower MRR values. Notably, the tweetsent tracksent ranking method, which solely relies on the sentiment scores associated with the tracks to be ranked and hashtags the user made use of in the current input tweet, achieves 0.81 (#NP560k data set) and 0.70 (#NP90k data set). In contrast, for POP USER, we can see from Tables 5 and 6 that the sentiment ranking method tweetsent tracksent outperforms all other methods, achieving the highest MRRs of 0.82 (#NP560k data set) and 0.71 (#NP90k data set), respectively. The results support our hypothesis that sentiment hashtags and embeddings incorporating hashtags allow for better capturing a user's context and hence, exploiting this information for ranking track candidates. For a better comparison, we also provide a boxplot of the MRR for both data sets in Figure 3 . The other sentimentbased ranking method, usersent tracksent, achieves a MRR of 0.68 and 0.53, respectively. Notably, these methods do not use latent features. Methods utilizing "tracktags" for representing tracks, including user tracktags, tweet- The MRR achieved by different ranking methods, using cosine similarity for the #NP90k data set (standard deviation in parenthesis).
tags tracktags, and usertags tracktags, also perform well and reach a MRR around 0.80 for #NP560k and 0.60 for #NP90k. In contrast, the user track method performs poorly here, with a MRR below 0.30 across all settings. In general, methods using "track" for representing tracks do not perform well. These findings suggest that contextual affective information and in general, information about the tags used to describe tweets or tracks is indeed exploited in this task. This is also signaled by the fact that methods that incorporate latent features of hashtags and sentiment information perform substantially better than the approach not incorporating such information. In sum, we argue that ranking tracks the user has already listened to is more challenging than ranking a set of randomly chosen tracks as these traditionally differ more. Therefore, we consider this result as promising. Our experiments also show that both data sets (and hence, splitting methods regarding training and test data) deliver robust and consistent results.
Experiment 3: Effectiveness of Individual Sentiment Lexica
In this experiment we aim to get a deeper understanding for the performance of different sentiment detection approaches This is the author's version of an article that has been published in this journal. Changes were made to this version by the publisher prior to publication.
Copyright (c) 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted. For any other purposes, permission must be obtained from the IEEE by emailing pubs-permissions@ieee.org. or rather, lexica. Therefore, we now focus on the performance of the sentiment-aware ranking methods and firstly evaluate the performance of single sentiment lexica. The usage of sentiment dictionaries for the detection of sentiment in a text is naturally limited by the coverage of the given sentiment dictionary (cf. Section 4.1 regarding the coverage of the sentiment lexica used). This limited coverage consequently constrains the number of affective hashtags detectable using any single dictionary which further limits the number of tracks which can be actually assigned with a sentiment score. Thus, only a limited number of tracks can be compared in this regard.
To compare the different lexica nonetheless, we propose the following method. For those tracks, users and tweets for which we can compute a sentiment score using the given dictionary, we rely on the best performing ranking method tweetsent tracksent as evaluated in the previous experiments. However, for the remaining tracks, users and tweets with no sentiment scores, we employ a fallback method. Here we distinguish two cases: i) if we cannot detect a sentiment score for either the user or the tweet, we use the fallback method for all the tracks to be ranked; ii) if we cannot detect a sentiment for a track (or a set thereof), we compute the similarity of user (or tweet; depending on the ranking method) and the track using the fallback method. As for the fallback methods, we chose to use and evaluate the best-performing ranking methods not relying on affective information for each task. Hence, we evaluate user track for POP RND and tweettags tracktags for POP USER as fallback methods, respectively and utilize the average sentiment score detected for a given tweet or track for the comparison. Tables 7 and 8 show the results for the #NP560 and #NP90k data set, respectively. Here, we consider POP RND as a special case as the best performing method is not sentiment-based and the user track fallback method performs better than the sentiment-aware ranking methods. Hence, the usage of such a fallback method naturally increases the performance of the evaluation where the degree of improvement depends on the coverage of the dictionary used. However, the goal of this evaluation is to evaluate the individual dictionaries and therefore, we still list the results. To provide a complete picture of the results, we also list the performance of the individual sentiment dictionaries when no fallback method is used (i.e., 'Fallback None'). As the table shows, the best results (by a slight margin) are obtained using the user track fallback method. Examining the dictionaries used, we do observe slight differences but note that Vader performs the best. As for POP USER, we observe that in this case, using no fallback method performs slightly better than using the fallback method as our experiments in Section 5.2 already showed that tweetsent tracksent is the best performing ranking strategy (again, by a moderate margin). As for the individual dictionaries, we find that the differences in regards to the MRR are rather moderate with Vader again performing the best for both the user-and the tweet-based sentiment ranking.
DISCUSSION
We further discuss the evaluation results in this section.
In the first experiment we showed that representing tweets, tracks and users by latent features computed by the DeepWalk algorithm and using similarities between these for ranking tracks achieves comparable results as traditional ranking methods. Therefore, we conclude that these latent representations are able to capture users' general listening preferences and that those can be used for ranking tracks in a recommendation or retrieval scenario. Our experiment comparing the performance of user track learned from u2t and u2t2h sees marginal differences in terms of MRR, for either POP RND or POP USER. In this scenario, these findings signal that hashtag information integrated in the computation of latent features does hardly influence the resulting latent feature representations for users and tracks.
However, using u2t2h as the underlying graph permits learning the latent feature representations for hashtags, which is useful for the POP USER task. That is, for the context-aware ranking task, hashtags (providing contextual information) naturally contribute to an improved ranking. Analyzing the results of the different proposed ranking methods in our second experiment, we find that using the latent representations of hashtags that are used to tag tracks (i.e. "tracktags") seem to be more representative of a track than using solely the latent representation of the track itself (i.e. "track") for POP USER. We can observe that tracktags performs substantially better over all configurations. However, this does not hold for POP RND. These findings suggest that for POP RND, the latent representation of a track seems more suitable than using the hashtags annotating a track. This shows that for capturing a user's general listening preferences, utilizing the latent representations of Similarly, users can either be represented by the user's latent feature representation ("user") or by the latent representations of the hashtags the user made use of ("usertags"). However, we encounter mild differences between the performance of these two representations for either POP RND or POP USER. Hence, we conclude that the differences of different representations for users are hardly distinctive.
Among the two sentiment-based ranking methods, we find that using the sentiment of the input tweet ("tweetsent") performs better for both POP RND and POP USER. These results suggest that using the sentiment expressed by the user in the current tweet captures the current affective context better than using the average sentiment a user has previously expressed through hashtags. This can also be seen in Figure 4 , which plots the cumulative ranking function for the random baseline and the ranking methods user track, user tracktags, tweetsent tracksent (utilizing the average score across all sentiment lexica). For POP RND we observe that user track provides superior results across all ranks incorporated. In contrast, for POP USER we observe that user track shows behavior highly similar to the random ranking approach (those two lines actually overlap heavily), whereas tweetsent tracksent and user tracktags perform substantially better across all ranks.
From these experiments we observe that choosing a suitable representation for tracks, users and tweets is crucial for the quality of the ranking. We find that for POP RND, comparing the latent representations of users and tracks is sufficient to provide high-quality ranking of tracks. However, the POP USER experiment showed that this does not suffice when the ranking task gets more personal and complex. This experiment showed that ranking based on contextual affective information performs best. Particularly, the tweetsent tracksent ranking method outperformed the other methods. From these findings we conclude that while for the POP RND task the latent representations did capture the user's preference well, for the POP USER task the sentiment did capture the user's musical interest better.
The third experiment aimed to evaluate the performance of the individual sentiment lexica and hence, their suitability for this task. We observed that Vader performed best across all evaluations. However, we have to note that the differences are rather moderate. Given that Vader performs similar to the other dictionaries in terms of coverage, we lead this back to the fact that Vader is a particularly geared towards social media texts.
Our evaluation design proposes a fallback method to compensate for those tweets, users and tracks which could not be assigned with a sentiment score using the given dictionary. This naturally implies that the choice of the fallback ranking method is vital. We propose to evaluate the best performing algorithm not considering sentiment data. For POP RND, the fallback methods individually perform better than the sentiment-based ranking methods. Thus, an improvement of the results when introducing user track is an obvious result. The tweettags tracktags ranking method is also able to improve the results, though to a lower degree. As already laid out, we consider the POP USER task as the more difficult and personal task. For this evaluation, results worsened by the fallback methods as expected, since these methods did not perform as well as the sentimentbased methods in the previous experiments. From these results we reason that implementing a fallback method is a good choice as it provides means for compensating the lack of coverage. Also, we conclude that choosing the fallback method according to the complexity and degree of how personal the ranking task is, seems plausible. As for the choice of sentiment dictionaries, we propose to employ the union of multiple dictionaries to increase coverage. While our experiments show that minor improvements for single dictionaries, we argue that in this case, coverage should be prioritized as it allows for a higher applicability of the sentiment-based ranking, which has shown to perform better.
We also aim to acknowledge the limitations of the work presented. Relying on sentiment dictionaries for detecting the sentiment of hashtags is a rather naive approach. While we believe that this method is sufficiently elaborate for the experiments conducted, there are a number of short-comings. Firstly, the approach is highly dependent on the underlying dictionaries and their coverage (as shown in our experimental results). Secondly, matching hashtags (either full hashtags or parts thereof) against sentiment dictionaries is agnostic to linguistic aspects such as adverbs that describe the extent and strength of emotions (such as in #verysad) or negations (such as #notfunny). We aim to extend and enhance the sentiment detection method utilized in future work by utilizing state-of-the-art approaches for sentiment detection. Regarding the computation of rankings, some of our methods rely on computing the mean values of e.g., sentiment scores detecting in listening events of a user. This approach is insensitive to high variance in the underlying data. Particularly, for users with high variance in their sentiment scores, taking the average of these scores dilutes this highly useful information. Therefore, we aim to look into more sophisticated approaches to represent such distributions using e.g., probabilistic models such as Gaussian mixture models [56] in our future work.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Before concluding the paper, we give a brief review of related work in psychology and recommender systems, to put this work in the context of the literature.
Psychological Studies on Emotion Regulation
Emotion regulation is important for the performance and well-being of mankind [57] . It is widely accepted that emotions play a major role in driving our decisions. Beneficial emotion regulation strategies help people to stay calm under stress, handle failures in a mindful and positive way, etc. Due to its importance, emotion regulation has been recognized as one of the fastest growing areas within the field of psychology [58] , [59] .
Emotion regulation has also been identified as an essential reason for musical engagement [3] , [60] , [61] . Boer and Fischer [62] found that emotion regulation represents the most important personal use of music across human subjects from four cultural backgrounds. Goethem and Sloboda [3] found that music listening is the second-most used tactic for emotion regulation, just behind "talking with friends". 4 Saarikallio et al. [63] found that a person's general tendency to emotionally appreciate, enjoy and react to music (i.e., emotional reactivity to music) is positively correlated with the tendency to use music for emotion regulation (i.e., emotional use of music). Being familiar with a music piece increases a person's emotional use of that piece in daily life [63] . Moreover, informal engagement through listening, but not formal musical training, correlate with heightened emotional use of music. Saarikallio also argued that music should not simply be considered as one emotion regulation mechanism, but rather as a tool for realizing several different emotion regulation strategies, including positive mood maintenance, relaxation and revival, induction of strong emotions, diverting away from worries, discharging negative emotion, mentally working through emotion preoccupations, and finding solace and understanding [64] .
Individual differences in the use of these strategies have also been noted: e.g., some prefer emotional reinforcement of current experiences, while others prefer to distract themselves and change emotions [65] , [66] .
While many psychological studies were conducted in the lab with small to medium sample size, what we investigate here is the relationship between a user's self-report emotional state and the self-report musical preference through Twitter at scale and "in the field." Moreover, a computational approach that investigates how to represent the affective information of users and music using machine learning and sentiment detection techniques is taken. Although our study may also lead to psychological insights, the focus is more on the engineering side, targeting at applications such as affective music recommendation.
There have been psychological evidences showing that the emotional state of users affects musical preference. For example, depressed patients expressed an intensified response to sad-sounding music when compared to healthy controls [67] . Moreover, such patients evaluated negativevalence music as significantly more sad and angry than healthy controls did [68] . However, according to Gross [57] , people do not always attempt to stay away from negative emotions. Reasons for up-regulating negative emotions include promoting a focused, analytic mindset; fostering an emphatic stance; and influencing others' actions.
An interesting research direction is therefore to use Twitter data to computationally study the effect of music in emotion regulation at scale using a longitudinal approach. This requires tracking specific users' #nowplaying tweets and emotional states over time, which to our knowledge has not been attempted before. We leave this as a future work.
Finally, we remark that Hargreaves and North [60] proposed that music has three types of psychological functions: cognitive, emotional, and social functions. The focus of this paper is on the emotional functions of music, neglecting the possible social functions manifested in the Twitter data.
Affective Multimedia Recommendation
Contextual factors relevant to music recommendation may include the time, location and device of music listening, user's present emotional state and activity, etc. [69] . While it is relatively easier to infer some of these factors from sensors such as clocks, GPS and accelerometers [70] , [71] , [72] , accessing the emotional state of a user is more difficult. As users may not always be willing to report their emotions, computational methods for user emotion prediction from facial expressions, prosody cues, text, and physiological signals have been widely studied [73] , [74] , [75] .
With 40K blog posts collected from the social blogging website LiveJournal 5 , Yang and Liu [76] investigated the relationship between the emotional state of a user and the emotion of preferred music pieces. Similar to the Twitter data set we use in this paper, the LiveJournal data set they employed also contains the self-report emotional states and self-report preferred music pieces [77] . Yang and Liu [76] used audio signal processing and machine learning techniques to recognize the emotion of the music [78] and then correlated the emotion in music with the emotional 5 . http://www.livejournal.com This is the author's version of an article that has been published in this journal. Changes were made to this version by the publisher prior to publication.
state of the users, finding that users do prefer music of different emotions in different emotional states. Following this work, Chen et al. [26] showed that considering the emotional state of a user indeed improves the quality of music recommendation, comparing to conventional collaborative filtering approaches that do not use affective information. This article extends from these two prior articles in that we use a larger data set and more sentiment detection methods. Ferwerda and Schedl [6] proposed the idea of exploiting both the personality and emotional state of a user for music recommendation, but did not actually implement such a system. Rosa et al. [7] built a system that recommends music according to the emotional states inferred from usergenerated text by sentiment detection, but the system was evaluated using a small-scale data set collected from a crowdsourcing platform, not from social media websites. Deng et al. [23] assumed that the emotional state of a user can be determined by the emotions of the music pieces the user just listened to. There are some other affective music recommender systems proposed in the literature, but many of them require users to indicate their present emotional states or the desired emotions of the music [24] , [25] , [79] .
Affective movie recommendation has also been studied in recent years, using mainly the users' self-report emotional states [80] , [81] , [82] . Although it might be possible to crawl movie preference data from social platforms such as Twitter, few attempts have been made thus far.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed a set of novel methods for ranking music recommendation candidates. In particular, we proposed to represent the building blocks (users, tracks, affective hashtags) by their latent features computed by a network embedding algorithm called DeepWalk. Based on these latent feature representations, we proposed a number of ranking methods. Furthermore, we proposed two ranking methods that are solely based on sentiment scores. Our evaluation using #nowplaying tweets showed that the use of latent features to represent users, tracks and hashtags contributes to better ranking. The evaluation procedure distinguished two tasks of increasing complexity: i) ranking a set of randomly picked tracks and ii) ranking a set of tracks the target user has already listened to. We find that for the first task, comparing the latent representations of users and tracks (regardless of used hashtags or affective information) performs best and this confirms our hypothesis that applying an embedding technique effectively captures the general listening preferences of users. However, for the second, context-aware ranking task, using solely affective information extracted from hashtags leads to the best result. We consider the second task is a more complex and, from a user-perspective, more personal ranking problem. Our findings suggest that in this case, contextual, affective information is able to better capture the user's preference. Finally, an evaluation of the different sentiment lexica showed that the differences in performance of the individual lexica is rather moderate. While Vader achieves the best results, we argue that combining several dictionaries or implementing fallback methods results in a more robust approach.
Future work includes incorporating more sophisticated sentiment detection approaches both regarding the underlying dictionaries as well as the computation of the sentiment scores. In a first step, we aim to further evaluate different aggregation methods for tracks that are tagged with multiple tags with divergent sentiment scores (e.g., #happysad). Furthermore, we aim to find common characteristics of users or tracks regarding their ranking performance (e.g., to look into the performance of the proposed approach for users that have a high variance in sentiment scores). Also, we aim to experiment with probabilistic models for representing a user's or track's sentiment values (e.g., using Gaussian Mixture Models [56] ).
Modeling affective information in a multidimensional model such as the valence-arousal space [78] , [83] is worth exploring. Also, we aim to extend the unsupervised sentiment-detection approach (based on sentiment dictionaries) to a supervised learning approach that permits crosslingual sentiment detection [84] . Lastly, the computation of latent features based on the proposed graph needs to be investigated in more detail. Particularly, we aim to investigate the influence and performance of different embedding strategies for the computation of latent representations. Ultimately, we intend the development and evaluation of realworld applications for music recommendation and musicbased emotion regulation based on our findings.
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